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Generally, Fathom’s research notes aim to share our current findings 

for you to read. This time, however, we thought we’d mix things up – 

sharing our thoughts about our own reading. 

Since Fathom held its first book club meeting a few months ago, a 

range of books have been in the limelight, prompting vigorous 

debate about the division of the world’s resources, the blight of bad 

economics and the power of networks.  

Here are the books, and what different Fathom economists have 

taken from each discussion. 

 

 
Doughnut Economics – Kate Raworth 
 
Our society has overshot planetary boundaries in its use of resources, yet the share allocated to many of 
s c   y’s members falls unacceptably sh r   f l f ’s  ss    als. Ka   Raw r h’s considered response 
takes the shape of a doughnut – an outer boundary that limits consumption behaviours to what is safe 
for the planet, and an inner boundary that ensures that no-   ’s shar   f  h  w rl ’s r s  rc s falls 
below a threshold consistent with social justice.  Th  r s l   g ‘   gh   ’ encloses a living space for 
humanity that is both environmentally safer and socially fairer than now. 
 
Raworth frames the challenge of changing the way we live; and points the way for companies like 
Fathom to move firmly within the doughnut by embedding social and environmental initiatives within its 
business strategy, and giving them the same focus and attention as other aspects of its business model. 
Since we discussed this book, Fathom has switched to green cleaning products, recycles its coffee pods, 
and has participated in local volunteering projects. (Reviewed by Ellie Hassell, Junior Economist) 
 
 
English Pastoral – James Rebanks 
 
As a boy, my holidays were usually in the Lake District, in a farmhouse called Low Ground, up on the 
m  rs ab v  Esk al . Th  h  s  was wha  w  w  l    w call ‘ ff-gr  ’ – no electricity, no mains water 
or mains services of any kind. We would be there every summer and many Christmases and Easters 
too. It was part of me, as familiar and natural to me as the back of my hand. 
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But, of course, there was nothing natural about it. The farmhouse was no longer a working farm, 
although it was surrounded by hill farms, mostly raising sheep: tough, wiry Herdwicks for the most part. 
And the landscape all around had been shaped, for millennia, by those hill farms and the farmers who 
worked them. We were tourists, although to me it felt like home: the place really belonged to the hill 
farmers who had mixed their blood and sweat, toil and tears, with that landscape for generations. All I 
have contributed is love – b   y      ’   w  s m  h  g j s  b ca s  y   l v    . Y   hav      ar    ,  h  
hard way. 

In English Pastoral, the Lakeland hill farmer James Rebanks, who has earned it the hard way, describes 
in really beautiful prose — at times angry and raw, at times elegiac — his experience of how farming has 
changed that landscape and the people who farm it. He notes how the ways of doing things that he grew 
up with seemed natural and inevitable but were nothing of the sort; how farming had got into a bad 
equilibrium, driven by bad economics to become an alienating way of life that ground away at the souls 
of the farmers, undermined the diversity of flora and fauna and, ultimately, damaged nature’s capac  y to 
regenerate itself. If you really work at it, over generations, you can erase even the most fundamental, 
natural processes. If you really try you can in the end kill the thing that supports us all.  

The wheels of bad economics grind slow but they grind exceeding small. One of the characteristic 
missteps of bad economics  s    f c s    ‘    rm   a    arg  s’  r ‘pr x  s’ b ca s   h y ar   as  r    
m as r   ha   h   h  gs w  r ally car  ab   . I ’s  h  s  p fr m using proxies to throw light on what we 
really care about, to caring about the proxies themselves.  

For example: monetary aggregates matter only s  far as  h y  hr w l gh     wha ’s happ    g      m  al 
aggregate demand. It is a mistake to focus policy on monetary aggregates, as if they matter in their own 
right. 

Another example: test results at schools matter in so far as they indicate how well pupils are being 
   ca   . I   s a m s ak     f c s    max m s  g  h    s  r s l s  h ms lv s! I  m a s y  ’v  l s  s gh   f 
the thing you really care about. 

Another: the crop yield per acre of farmland is important in so far as it tells us something about how well 
the farm is being managed. But the moment you focus on the yield as an end in itself you have lost sight 
of the thing that really matters: the robust health of the farmland. 

That lazy step, characteristic of bad economics, is visible time and again in bad policy choices in every 
f  l . A      has b    bak        agr c l  ral p l cy     h s c    ry a   ma y   h rs f r   ca  s. I ’s   m  
for lazy charlatans to get out of the way: the adults have arrived, led by Mr Rebanks. More power to your 
elbow, sir. (Reviewed by Erik Britton, Managing Director/CEO) 
 
 
Entangled Life – Merlin Sheldrake 
 
This is a genuinely fascinating book, in an area that I thought would be at best tangentially related to my 
 ay j b as a   c   m s . I was wr  g. I ’s r gh   h r      h  m   l .  
 
It turns out that fungal networks identify and exploit arbitrage opportunities in commodities markets 
(carbon, phosphorus and other minerals), in part by influencing the behaviour of market participants 
(including, possibly, humans) without their knowledge. The mycelium that laces its way through the soil 
in networks of hollow tub s ‘l ar s’ wh r     f    f   , a   ‘  r c s’   s  ff r s     ha    r c    . M r :    
ca  ‘s lv ’ labyr   hs, and find the shortest routes between different food sources or population centres. 
Given a map of the UK and the location of food centres in the major cities, mycelium reproduced the 
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UK’s m   rway    w rk w  h as    sh  g acc racy. M r :  f  h  pr c   f carb        rms  f ph sph r s  s 
high in one part of the mycelial network and low in another, the network will shuttle phosphorus to the 
area where it can achieve the most favourable exchange rate. It does all this without anything we could 
remotely describe as a brain or a conscious mind. 
 
Even more than that: fungi engage in symbiotic relationships with other species. Mycelium is symbiotic 
with the trees that share the soil it inhabits, allowing those trees to communicate with each other about 
pests or disease, and benefiting from the carbon it harvests from those trees. Lichen is a symbiosis of 
fungus and algae, and the possible source of all life on this planet, as it can survive the rigours of the 
vacuum of space. Under a microscope, cells of almost all plants contain fungi, and root structures of 
plants merge with, incorporate and are incorporated by fungi; and the same is true for fauna, including 
humans. We are riddled with fungi. It is known that fungi control to some degree the behaviour of plants 
and some animals. And we know that psychedelic fungi can profoundly affect our own behaviour. Does it 
go deeper than that? Are humans, in truth, part fungi? (Reviewed by Erik Britton, Managing 
Director/CEO) 
 
 
 
 
 
Further reading 
 
Fathom book club: Kearns, Lee and Pasquale 
 
Fathom book club: Copeland, Kahneman and Rozelle 
 
A glimpse behind the scenes 
 
 

Fathom Consulting 
47 Bevenden Street 
London  
N1 6BH 
Tel: +44 (0)20 7796 9561 

  
Contact information 

sam.morris@fathom-consulting.com 
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